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The power of the web is in its universality. Access by everyone regardless of disability is an essential aspect.
Tim Berners-Lee (inventor of the World Wide Web)

How Do We Build an
Accessible Website?

What is Web Accessibility?
Web accessibility means that people with
disabilities can use the Web. More specifically, Web
accessibility means that people with disabilities can
perceive, understand, navigate, and interact with
the Web, and that they can contribute to the Web.
Web accessibility encompasses all disabilities that
affect access to the Web, including visual, auditory,
physical, speech, cognitive, and neurological
1
disabilities .
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Why is Accessibility Important?
It is essential that the Web be accessible in order
to provide equal access and equal opportunity
to people with diverse abilities. Additionally, the
UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities recognizes access to information and
communications technologies, including the
Web, as a basic human right.
There is also a strong business case for
accessibility. Accessibility overlaps with other
best practices such as mobile web design,
device independence, multi-modal interaction,
usability, design for older users, and search
2
engine optimization (SEO) .
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That’s simple, we use the WCAG 2.0
specification! The WCAG documents
(https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/gl
ance) explain how to make web
content more accessible to people
with disabilities.
WCAG 2.0 is a stable, referenceable
technical standard. It has 12
guidelines that are organized under 4
principles of accessibility:
PERCEIVABLE, OPERABLE,
3
UNDERSTANDABLE, and ROBUST .

Understanding the Four Principles of Web Accessibility
PERCEIVABLE - Information and user interface components must be
presentable to users in ways they can perceive. This means that users
must be able to perceive the information being presented (it can't be
invisible to all of their senses)
OPERABLE - User interface components and navigation must be
operable. This means that users must be able to operate the interface
(the interface cannot require interaction that a user cannot perform)
UNDERSTANDABLE - Information and the operation of user interface
must be understandable. This means that users must be able to
understand the information as well as the operation of the user
interface (the content or operation cannot be beyond their
understanding)
ROBUST - Content must be robust enough that it can be interpreted
reliably by a wide variety of user agents, including assistive
technologies. This means that users must be able to access the content
as technologies advance (as technologies and user agents evolve, the
4
content should remain accessible)

If any of these are not true, users with disabilities will
not be able to use the Web!
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